LOCATIONS OF SIDEWALK AND TRUNCATED DOME COLORS

North of and east of the Central Arizona Project (CAP):
- The color of the truncated domes – Frazee, Western Reserve (8617N) color, or Sherman Williams SW7055 Enduring Bronze (246-C7).
- The default sidewalk and ramp color - Davis, San Diego Buff colored concrete.

South of and west of the Central Arizona Project (CAP):
- The default color of the truncated domes - Safety Yellow (FED-STD-595C, 13591)
- The default sidewalk and ramp color - Standard gray concrete

Downtown:
- The color of the truncated domes - Brick red or terracotta
- The default sidewalk and ramp - Standard gray concrete

Exceptions:
- Depending on the context, existing improvements, and Development Review Board (DRB) approvals, alternatives may be approved.
  
  e.g. If area north and east of the CAP is gray concrete, then typically gray concrete may be approved instead of San Diego Buff colored concrete in a case-by-case consideration. The Frazee, Western Reserve color truncated domes should always be used north and east of the CAP.

- Different colored concrete for sidewalks and truncated domes may be approved in different locations, on a case-by-case consideration.

- When different colored concrete for sidewalks or truncated domes is approved, the truncated domes must have a 70% contrasting colored to the background concrete color per ADA PROAG.